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Aldous Huxley became a pioneer in the (practically nonexistent) field of modern psychedelic literature in 1954 when he published The Doors of Perception, a short but detailed book about his experience with mescaline. Many people would be hesitant to publish a book on such a controversial and personal topic even
today, half a century later, but Huxley made his claim in the mid-1950s. The term psychedelic has not even been forged yet (although Huxley would have contributed to its creation a few years later). This book presents one of the first and most famous travel reports, at least in the West, by placing it alongside classic
documents such as Albert Hofmann's 1943 diary, which details the first LSD trip. By introducing curious Westerners into the idea of a psychedelic experience, especially mescaline, Huxley has opened the door to perception for generations of psychonauts. They haven't closed since. You can read the full text of the
Perception Gate for free as a PDF or website. Or buy yourself a hard copy! The book's title - which would later inspire Jim Morrison's gate - comes from this passage, inspired by the inconseventable William Blake. To become a complete man, a man, a proud man, a player of fantastic tricks, must learn to come out in his
own way: only then will his infinite abilities and angelic trepidation get the chance to come to the surface. Blake's words, we must 'clear the door of perception'; for when the door of perception is cleansed, 'all things seem as it is—infinite'. Here's one of my favorite excerpts, about the extreme solitude of every human
being and the limits of communication. We live together, act and react to each other; But we are always alone in all circumstances. Martyrs go hand in hand in the arena; They're crucified on their own. Hugged, lovers desperately try to combine their isolated ecstasy into one self-transcendence; in vain. By its nature, every
spirit incarnate is doomed to suffering and enjoying solitude. Sensations, feelings, insights, fantasies – they are all private and, except through symbols and second hand, non-communicable. We can aggregate information about experiences, but never experiences themselves. From family to nation, every human group
is a society of the island universes. Most island universes are similar enough to each other to allow inverse understanding or even mutual empathy or feelings in. So, by remembering our own grievances and humiliations, we can plant ourselves to others in analogous circumstances, we can put ourselves... in their places.
But in certain cases, communication between the universes is incomplete or even non-existent. The mind is its place, and places inhabited by the crazy and the exceptionally gifted are so different from the place where they are ordinary and women live, that there is little or little common basis of memory that serves as a
basis for understanding or colleague feeling. Words are spoken, but they fail to enlighten. The things and events to which the symbols relate belong to mutually exclusive areas of experience. Later, Huxley looks at a bouquet of flowers and has a knowledge of Is-ness or Suchness, the inherent quality of existence: I
haven't now watched the unusual floral arrangement. I saw what Adam saw on the morning of his creation - miracle, moment by moment, naked existence... Istigkeit – isn't that a word Meister Eckhart liked to use? Is-ness. It will be a platonic philosophy — except that Plato seems to have made a huge, grotesque mistake
of separating the Being from becoming and identifying with the mathematical abstraction of the Idea. He could never, poor thing, see a bunch of flowers shining in his own inner light and all but trembling under the pressure of the significance with which they were accused; you could never understand that what roses and
irises and carnations so intensely marked were nothing more, and no less, than what they were—a transience that was still eternal life, an eternal decay that was at the same time a pure Being, a bundle of minutes, unique details in which, by some unspeakable yet self-evident paradox, one should see the divine source
of all existence. I continued to look at the flowers, and in their vivid light it seemed to me to detect the qualitative equivalent of breathing – but breathing without returning to the starting point, without repeating the ebb, but only the repeated flow from beauty to heightened beauty, from deeper to deeper meaning. ... Books,
for example, that were lined with my learning walls. Like flowers, they glowed, when I looked at them, brighter colors, of deeper significance. Red books, like rubies; emerald books; books bound by the white jade; agata books; aquamarine, yellow topase; lapis lazuli books whose color was so intense, so intrinsically
significant, that it seemed to be at the point of leaving the shelves to persevere with my attention. If you want to read more, including Huxley's theory of the human mind as a reducing valve that directs the superconscious mind at large, ruminations on manifestations of The Likeness (real objects) compared to the
emblems we use to symbolize them (such as words and images) and the ubiquity of folded draperies and robes in art throughout history. , you will need to read the e-book! Do you want more? Advanced installation details, examples and help! Download books: 4150 To get a magic book for you mailbox every 2 weeks,
subscribe to my mailing list, using the form under the Perception Gate is a 1954 book by Abusus Huxley. when taking mescaline. Mescaline is the main agent of the psychedelic cactus peyote, which has been used in American religious rites for thousands of years. The title comes from William Blake's Marriage of Heaven
and Hell: If the door of perception were cleared, every thing would seem to man as it is, infinite. For man has closed, until he sees everything through the narrow cracks of his cave. It was in 1886 that... More &gt;&gt;&gt;No unfortunately, not all my books can be downloaded or ordered on CD due to copyright restrictions.
However, most books on this page have no copyright restrictions. If you encounter a copyright infringement, please contact me at . I am very careful about the issue of copyright and I try to avoid any violations, but on the other hand help all magic lovers gain access to information. To make a timely donation with a custom
amount, click the Donate button below. To make a recurring (monthly) donation, click the Subscribe button below. Donate Cryptocurrency Bitcoin (BTC) Address:3CyHyov1fMUnJj6J6GRYYB4NV7U1FvWb Bitcoin Cash (BCH) Address:bitcoincash:ppx42986wtem2wsx4dx250csz5vyfhqjay3md07ukj Etherium (ETH)
Address:0x 2a072496e7Bf08f18f1753b3D57F10a4e628B682 Litecoin (LTC) Address:LWZzWgmnyPC6of8breqwxyCWwqgCiFmNvf Dogecoin (DOGE) Address:D9mHh7TJcY7BAC4i96f3f4GgDEX4MVXDXD Monero (XMR) Address:4GdoN7NCTi8a5gZug7PrwZNKjvHFmKeV16l
LingPgj5QNEHsN6eeX3DaAQFwZ1ufD4LYCZKArktt113W7QvQQ7CW9pjKFNhv1QM62k 3MM ZCash (ZEC) Address:t1Yg6o3vA4rMAVbE8CCC26LcH7cwN7k3x8kZ Dash (DASH) Address:XeAdGAqN1KazEXPspmMGrQWJGuqVBNUPeR The Doors of Perception when a 1954 book by Aldous Huxley detailing his
experiences taking mescaline. Mescaline is the main agent of the psychedelic cactus peyote, which has been used in American religious rites for thousands of years. The title comes from William Blake's Marriage of Heaven and Hell: If the door of perception were cleared, every thing would seem to man as it is, infinite.
For man has closed, until he sees everything through the narrow cracks of his cave. It was in 1886 that German pharmacologist Louis Lewin published the first systematic study of the cactus, which was subsequently given its own name. Anhalonium lewinii was new to science. To the primitive religion of both the Indians
of Mexico and the American Southwest, it was a friend of the unfathesting long standing. Indeed, it was much more than friends. In the words of one of the early Spanish visitors to the New World, they eat a root called peyote, and who worship as if it were a deity. Why they should worship him as a deity became apparent
when such eminent psychologists such as Jaensch, Havelock Ellis and Weir Mitchell began their experiments with mescaline, the active principle of pejot. True, they stopped briefly in a moment of good on this side of idolatry all agreed in assigning mescalin position among the drugs of a unique difference. Administered
at appropriate doses, it profoundly alters the quality of consciousness, and yet it is less toxic than any other substance in the repertoire of pharmacologists. The book takes the form of Huxley's reminiscing about mescaline's journey that took place during the afternoon. Huxley recalls the insights he experienced, which
range from purely aesthetic to sacramental vision, and includes later reflections on the experience and its meaning for art and religion. A synopsisAfter a brief review of mescaline research, Huxley recounts that he received 4/10 grams at 11 a.m. one day in May 1953. Huxley writes that he hoped to gain insight into the
state of emergency and expects to see brightly colored visionary landscapes. When he sees only the lights and shapes, it boils down to the fact that a bad visual, however, is experiencing a major change in the outside world. By 12.30pm, the vase of flowers becomes a miracle, moment by moment, of naked existence.
That experience, he argues, is neither pleasant nor uncomprehant, but simply is. He compares it to 'istigheit' Or 'is-ness' Meister Eckhart, and Plato's 'Being', but not separate from 'Becoming'. He believes he understands the Hindu concept of Satchitanand, as well as zen koan that 'dharma body Buddha in the hedge' and
Buddhist like that. In that state, Huxley explains that he didn't have a 'me', but a 'no-me'. Meaning and existence, pattern and color become more significant than spatial relationships and times. The duration is replaced by a permanent gift. Reflecting on the experience afterwards, Huxley finds himself in agreement with
the philosopher C.D. Broad to allow us to live, the brain and nervous system eliminate unmaintaining information from the totality of the mind in the summary, Huxley writes that the ability to think straight is not reduced to mescaline, visual impressions intensify, Large.In man will not see a reason for action because the
experience is so fascinating. Temporarily leaving the chronological flow, he mentions that four to five hours after his experience he was taken to the world's largest drug trade (WBDS) where he was presented with books on art. In one book, the dress in Botticelli's Juditi challenges the thinking of drapery as the main
artistic theme because it allows painters to incorporate abstract in representational art, create mood, and also represent the mystery of a pure being. Huxley thinks that human affairs are somewhat irrelevant while they're on mescaline and trying to shed some light on the images of people. CA(C)zanne's straw hat selfie
seems incredibly pretentious, while Vermeer's man still lives (also, the Le Nain brothers and Vuillard) are closest to reflecting non-self-companion. For Huxley, the reconciliation of these cleansed perceptions with humanity reflects an old debate between active and contemplative life, known as martha's way and Mary's
way. As Huxley believes that contemplation should include both action and charity, he concludes that this experience represents contemplation at its height, but not its fullness. Proper behavior and vigilance are required. Still, Huxley argues that even quiet contemplation has ethical value, because it deals with the
negative virtues and deeds of channeling transcendent into the world.fter listening to Mozart's C-Minor Piano Concerto, Gesual's Madrigale and Alban Berg's Lyric Suite, Huxley goes into the garden. Outside, garden chairs have such a huge intensity that he fears he will be overwhelmed to give him a glimpse of the
madness. It reflects that spiritual literature, including works by Jacob Boehme, William Law and the Tibetan Book of the Dead, speaks of these pains and fears. Huxley speculates that schizophrenia is an inability to escape from that reality into a world of common sense, and thus help would be key. After lunch and driving
to WBDS, he returns home and to his normal state of mind. His final insight is taken from the Buddhist Scripture: that there is a difference within isis, although this difference is no different from eviction. The book ends with Huxley's last reflections on the meaning of his experience. First, the urge to transcend oneself is
universal through time and culture (and was characterized by H. G. Wells as the Gate in the Wall). He believes better, healthier 'doors' than alcohol and tobacco are needed. Mescaline has the advantage of not causing violence in takers, but its effects last inconveniently for a long time and some users may have negative
reactions. Ideally, self-transcendence would be found in religion, but Huxley thinks it's unlikely that will ever happen. Christianity and mescaline look well-adjusted Native American Church for example uses a drug, where its use combines religious feeling with decency. Huxley concludes that mescaline is not
enlightenment or Beatific Vision, but 'free grace' (a phrase taken from Theologian St. Thomas Alvins Summe). It is not necessary, but useful, especially for an intellectual, who can become a victim of words and symbols. Although systematic reasoning is important, direct perception also has intrinsic value. Finally, Huxley
argues that the person who has this experience will be transformed for the better.-Wikipedia About the author: Aldous Huxley (1894-1963), an English novelist and critic, best known for the dystopian novel Brave New World (1931). In addition to novels, he published travel ogres, histories, poems, plays and essays on
philosophy, art, sociology, religion and morality. Aldous Huxley Born in Godalming, Surrey, on July 26, 1894, into a well-heeling upper middle-class family. His father, Leonard Huxley, was a biographer, editor and poet. He first studied at Eton College in Berkshire (1908-13). When Huxley was 14, his mother died. At the
age of 16 Huxley suffered a bout of keratitis punctuation and became completely blind over a period of about 18 months. Using special glasses and one eye recovered enough he was able to read and he also learned Braille. Despite a state of near-blindness, Huxley continued his studies at Balliol College, Oxford (1913-
15), receiving a degree in English in 1916. Unable to pursue his chosen career as a scientist - or to fight in world war on the front - Huxley turned to writing. His first poetry collection appeared in 1916, followed by two other volumes. Huxley's style, a combination of brilliant dialogue, cynicism and social critique, made him
one of the most modern literary figures of the decade. In eight years he has published a dozen books, among them Point Counter Point (1928) and Do What You Will (1929). During the 1920s, Huxley formed a close friendship with D.H. Lawrence, with whom he traveled to Italy and France. For most of the 1920s, Huxley
lived in Italy. In the 1930s he moved to Sanary, near Toulon, where he wrote Brave New World, a dark vision of the high-tech society of the future. In the 1930s, Huxley was deeply concerned about the Union of Peace Pledges. He moved in 1937 with the guru-figure Gerald Heard to the United States, believing that
California's climate would help his vision, a constant burden. After this milestone in his life, Huxley abandoned purely made-up writing and chose the essay as a means of expressing his ideas. Brave New World Revisited appeared in 1958. Huxley's other later works include The Devils Of Loudon (1952), which depicts
mass hysteria and exorcism in 17th-century France. The Island (1962) was a utopian novel and a return to the realm of the Brave New World, in which a journalist shipwrecks on Palama, a fairytale island, and there reveals kind and happy people. But earthly paradise is not immune to the harsh reality of oil policy. In
1963, Literature and Science, a collection of essays, appeared. In 1954, Huxley published an influential study of the spread of consciousness through mescaline, The Doors Of Perception, and became a later guru among California hippies. He also began using LSD and showed an interest in Hindu philosophy. In 1961
Huxley suffered a heavy loss when his house and papers were completely destroyed in the bushes. Huxley died in Los Angeles on April 22, 1963.
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